
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

CHAPTER ONE 
 

REVEILLE 
 
 

 I awoke when the first rays of the rising sun pierced the 

heavy timber that crowned Berkeley's Knob, thinking of ancestors, 

ghosts, witches and such, probably because I had gone to sleep re-

reading entries in journals scribbled by a long line of grandparents. 

 

 The faded, crumbling diaries and day books I'd discovered 

in a chest in our family library at about the age of ten led me to 

suspect the Old Timers' thoughts mainly concerned when the next 

band of Indians would cut down on them from the top of the ridge.  

Gunpowder residue around loopholes in the log walls of the foyer, 

the only remaining visible parts of the original log cabin, 

reinforced that idea in my young mind. 

 

 Teenaged re-readings of the old documents made me 

wonder at the motives of the early settlers who had taken the effort 

to quill pen happenings by the light of candles or a fat pine knot.  

Their chronicles of terrible hard work, buying and selling, dance 

and frolic, church meetings and revival, courting and marriage, 

birth, sickness, natural death and killings made it apparent they had 

things, other than Indians, on their minds The Journals also sug-

gested my two hundred plus year old house had a long history of  



haunts lurking about the premises.  I had not seen anything in, or 

near, the old house, nor had I heard anything that I could chalk up 

to an unknown source.  I would have preferred to believe the tales 

were no more than pure stern wash, but the fact remained that no-

nonsense folks had seen apparitions prowling about.  Journal 

entries by generations of my ancestors recorded the occurrence of 

death tokens, sightings of strange beings and lights of unknown 

origin passing above the mountains. 

 

 My great-whichever-grandmother woke one night to see a 

man dressed in buckskin standing at the foot of her bed.  That lady, 

who feared nothing, except her Lord, rose from her bed and asked 

his intentions.  He peered at her for a moment, then disappeared.  

She received word the next day that her brother had been killed by 

a runaway horse.  She saw the apparitions once again -- striding 

away as if he had just stepped from the wide front porch.  She 

received word the following week that her youngest son had been 

killed during a Civil War skirmish on Rich Mountain.  She wrote 

that she knew, somehow, the ghost was that of the original Henry 

Clay Berkeley circa Seventeen Hundred--Early. 

 According to family legend, Margaret Louise, the gravely 

ill, aged wife of Henry Clay Berkeley, told her husband and a 

daughter that she had had a visit from the "cutest little men."  Her 

husband and daughter disregarded her strange remark, thinking she 

was delirious.  My great-whichever uncle stood death watch over 

his mother that night during which time he saw stubby, bearded, 

little men standing in her room -- one holding a vase.  The fellow 

with the vase threw it to the floor where it shattered.  The little 

men walked from the room, turned toward the kitchen and 

disappeared.  His mother passed to her reward within the hour.  

 My uncle later told that story to his running mates in a local 

tavern, probably when he was stern over tea kettle on stump juice.  

An Irish woodsman asked if his mother had any connection with 

Ireland.  My uncle told him his mother, the matriarch of the 

Berkeley Clan, had been the sole Paddy among a long line of 

Limey ancestors. 

 Proud of his family history, and likely broadside to the 



waves on stump juice, my uncle expounded at length how his 

mother, age sixteen, sailed from Ireland as an indentured servant. 

She met Henry Clay Berkeley, age nineteen, on the dock in 

Norfolk, Virginia and liked the cut of his jib so much that she 

married him on the spot without the benefit of clergy.  They 

formalized their vows behind tobacco bales by holding hands and 

jumping over a stick held by another couple.  Their vows having 

been duly exchanged, they turned sterns to the sea and headed 

toward the Blue Ridge Mountains at Flank-Speed Legs because 

she had contracted seven years of her life to the Tidewater planter 

who paid her passage to America.  That they had only the clothes 

on their backs, a small cooking pot, a rifle and a few other small 

items didn't slow their speed run to the distant blue mountains. 

 Their trek led them to a mountain valley deep into the 

wilderness of Western Virginia, the first white folks to arrive in 

that particular area.  They located a riffle-swift river as a ready 

source of water, then chose the highest slope above the river as 

their cabin site.  From this couple, during their era, came land 

holdings and what turned from a rude hut into a six-room log 

cabin.  Two centuries plus later, their cabin had evolved into an 

odd shaped, fourteen room house with walls and flooring ranging 

in age from those of their first permanent cabin to the early 

nineteen-thirties, a time when the Berkeley name was fast 

becoming thin upon the ground.  Berkeley unions were not prone 

to birthing males. 

 Their marriage, or whatever they called it, was a success, 

for it lasted eighty-one years before Margaret Louise died.  Henry 

Clay died the following morning, the day of his wife's wake.  The 

record of their doings, first penned using berry juice on thin sheets 

of scraped deerskin and later scribed with store-bought ink in 

rough textured tablets, showed they had lived in harmony when not 

fighting Indians, fierce animals or the elements.  The old journals 

hinted they enjoyed frolic once neighbors arrived on the scene and they 

believed in the Lord's decree to be fruitful and multiply.  They were 

obviously quite good at holding multiplying drills, considering 

they had thirteen children, six daughters and two sons who lived 

and five children who died in infancy, a baker's dozen spread over 



twenty-three years. 

 The Irishman argued, after hearing my uncle's tale, that the 

appearance of Leprechauns was not unknown at the death of Irish 

persons of distinguished ancestry.  He insisted that, despite 

Margaret Louise Tinney having shipped as an indentured servant,  

her ancestors were folks of renown among the Celts, otherwise, the 

Leprechauns would not have appeared. 

 I thought it interesting that my uncle had rambled at length 

about the maternal side of his family, but mentioned nothing of the 

other side.  The first Berkeley of our clan to arrive in America 

supposedly descended from England's blue-blooded Berkeley 

family, but on the wrong side of the blanket.  Nothing was 

recorded in the journals about his mother, not even her name.  

Neither was anything  recorded as to who raised him or who paid 

for his education, which  he obviously had as indicated by his 

excellent ability to write the King’s English in his journals.  

 Henry Clay claimed to have cumshawed a blooded horse 

from his natural father, then rode at flank speed to Bristol where he 

sold the horse to a used horse dealer, or some such.  The horse 

dealer must have liked the cut of his jib too, for he shipped him as 

supercargo with a consignment of horses destined for the Colony 

of Virginia. 

 He was waiting on the dock for someone to show up to take 

custody of the horses when he met Margaret Louise Tinney.  He 

chatted her up, being the sweet-talking devil that he must have 

been, telling her he intended to head for the mountains once he was 

shut of the horses.  It developed, early in their conversation, that 

she was indentured to the very same planter who owned the horses 

and was less than happy at the prospect.  The details of what they 

discussed were not recorded, but one apparently launched onto the 

other like a lamprey eel and off they went behind the tobacco 

bales.  If he had not known, somehow, that the forest underbrush 

was too thick for the passage of large animals, a couple of the 

planter's horses would have likely ended in Western Virginia too! 

 A staccato of clicking noises on the wide chestnut boards of 



the hall floor jerked me from my musings of family history.  

Attack was imminent and inevitable. 

 The Reconnaissance Squad pouncing on my back didn't 

hurt, but activation of his Psychological Warfare Element, which 

entailed screeching and yowling like a set of stripped gears, like to 

destroyed my eardrums.  That diversion, coupled with excellent 

planning and coordination, enabled the Heavy Weapons Platoon to 

link up and mount attack just behind the Recon Squad.  That sixty-

plus pound, four point landing on my back did hurt! 

 I initiated immediate counterattack, but was overpowered 

from the onset by fat, hairy bodies nipping and scratching as they 

tangled me in bed clothing.  When I was secured to their 

satisfaction, they tortured me with growls, yowls, snarls, hisses and 

slobbers. 

 The course of battle shifted when the Heavy Weapons 

Platoon forgot the battle plan and went off-plumb.  He grabbed bed 

clothing in his mouth and lunged toward the door.  His lunge 

unwrapped the bed clothing and jerked me three-quarters off the 

bed.  The Recon Squad, lurking on top of the bed clothing, fared 

worse.  He catapulted eight feet across the room and landed on the  

back of a white, wing-back chair where he clawed frantically 

before doing a slow, rump-first slide to the floor.  He checked 

himself for injury, snarled and took a swat at his inept partner who 

had bollixed the attack. 

 The attacking force, now split into two fronts, surrendered.  

They reformed into columns abreast, the padded to the side of my 

bed.  I levered myself from the shambles of the bed, leaned down 

and petted their excited bodies.  "Other sailors have such normal 

pets:  alligators, cobras, Tasmanian devils, parrots, whatever.  Not 

me, Buccaneer!  I'm burdened with an overweight, oversexed 

bulldog -- the hero of every gyp within a four-mile radius.  Then, 

to give any ulcer that might be lurking about a chance for growth, I 

gotta tolerate an intellectual cat who worries about the Middle East 

situation, bugs and the horror of shedding hair. 

 "You fellows trying to put me into a canvas jacket with 



wraparound sleeves, or what?  This morning's attack brings us one 

giant step closer to disaster of the first magnitude.  Missus Jenkins 

will surely see fit to supply me with one or more nasty notes 

complaining about scratch marks in the hall wax and my bed 

looking like the aftermath of an orgy.  That'll make over one 

hundred nasty notes and six hysterical telephone calls in less than 

two years.  We're speaking here of conduct unbecoming! 

 "No?  How about the pay raise I forked over when Jarhead 

treed the driver of the milk tanker on the grape arbor, or the second 

raise when he ripped Missus Jenkins washing off the line and 

rolled it in the mud?  We won't even mention the big pay raise 

when Missus Crites cussed her out after Jarhead whipped up on her 

Great Dane. 

 "Don't look so smug, Blue Suit!  Your stuff is ragged too.  

Remember when Missus Jenkins found your collection of hair 

balls behind the desk in the library?  Poor woman thought it was a 

monster mouse and like to had heart lockup!  Or when you fell off 

the mantle and knocked over the coal bucket and great-whichever-

grandpa's muzzle-loader?  She like to beat the four-minute mile en 

route the Post farm screaming about haints heaving coal and 

firearms at her.  She gimp-legged around and wheezed like a horse 

with heaves for a week and a half! 

 "We're talking excruciating pain if she leaves us.  

Shipmates, you'll be semi-orphans with no one to prepare your 

chow, turn on the TV, brush your hair, wipe slobbers, put you out 

to potty, or keep Jarhead out of the brig.  I'll have to take up 

compartment and head cleaning.  I didn't enjoy that routine when I 

was a seaman and I doubt technology has since improved the scope 

of the billet.  Mates, you drive our housekeeper over the hill and I 

double-damn guarantee you'll be better off living with the founder 

of the Society to Abolish Pets and House Plants!‟ 

 Blue Suit initiated his sawmill noise and licked at my toes 

with his wood rasp.  He didn't look worried, but then he rarely did 

until he watched the news.  Then, worry came upon him. 

 "You, Jarhead -- Marine Corps reject!  Let us now speak of 



recent bad conduct.  I'm not certain if Lady Lou is your latest 

exploit, but Mister Hancock pounced upon me in Moe's slop  chute 

last evening.  We had a one-sided conversation.  He told me, along 

with yelling, screaming and gnashing of teeth, that if his blue tick 

gyp throws puppies with wide, ugly faces and short bowlegs, he's 

going to sue.  He was so upset I offered to buy him a beer.  

Jarhead, where he told me to put that beer shouldn't happen to a 

bulldog -- even you! 

 "No way can you snivel out, Velcro Lips.  You are the only 

regulation Limey in seventeen counties and I don't believe Lady 

Lou round heeled it in a British Doggie Club Med.  If he sues, you 

are going to hire out as a security guard until you pay off the 

paternity rap. 

 "Oh stop looking so secure.  You slithered out of that 

problem with Nutter's Irish setter only because all six puppies look 

like red platypuses with weird, pointy ears.  That is the sole reason   

the blame shifted to Pollard's little Chihuahua dog.  I do not 

believe Carlos the Crazy acted alone, even if he stood on a stump.  

I suspect you two took turnabout holding one another up!" 

 Jarhead couldn't very well wag the tail he didn't have, but 

got his point across nicely by resonating his wide stern like a 

backstay in a typhoon.  He thus maintained his innocence.  Folks 

were always putting scandal upon his name. 

 Both animals padded after me into the bathroom where I 

expounded at length concerning their consistent failure to cease 

and desist pouncing on me at first light.  

 Jarhead exhibited his rubbery, slobbering grin. 

 Blue Suit looked smug and put more juice to his sawmill, 

but he meowed and hauled tail when I turned on the shower.  It 

reminded him of the need to worry about hail, rainstorm and 

pestilence. 

 "I was pondering, before you two grabbed me, as to what 

suitable punishment I could lay on the public affairs moron who 



arranged the fail-ex interview with that college newspaper, 

highbrow skin magazine, or whatever sort of rag it is.  I considered 

giving Chief Journalist Curtis P. Longly a bulldog and pussycat, 

but I can't.  The Navy forbids cruel and inhumane punishments.‟ 

 I inspected my uniform for Irish pennants and other items 

that tend to detract from the appearance expected by the Navy.  

Jarhead watched, but didn't comment, so I decided my service 

dress blues met the standard set forth for the normal, red-blooded, 

government-employed mercenary.  I don't consider mercenary all 

that bad of a title.  I expected to be called far worse before the 

interview ended.  

 Blue suit slunk back into the bedroom and whipped a 

couple of laps across the toe of my shoe, which dulled the shine I'd 

just buffed.  He looked greatly worried.  Either he'd been staring at 

the blank TV screen and suspected a foreign power had lit off The 

Big One, or he grasp the potential for me knee-capping myself 

during the interview.  I figured it was probably the latter and he 

had serious doubts as to my ability to support our little family by 

hawking wind-up toys on the street. 

 There were old Royal Navy punishments, such as flogging 

around the fleet, worse than doing an interview with a college 

newspaper, but not much else.  I had a totally negative attitude 

about the whole thing.  I had, more than once and in the same sort 

of establishment, been called baby killer, murderer, rapist, village 

burner, and other choice names.  Yet, regardless of the lifestyle and 

political outlook of those who had orally abused me,  I had to give 

the flower children considerable credit. 

 The flower power folks -- dirty, wearing rags, decked out in 

beads and flowers -- sold the world the party line that they were a 

mellow and peace-loving group.  Navy PA types couldn't market 

females in a male prison if the medium of exchange were 

cockroaches, let alone an idea. 

 My chances of surviving the interview without infuriating 

at least one academician equaled the survival chances of a koala 

bear wintering in a West Virginia sassafras thicket.  There was 



absolutely no doubt in my military mind of what was going to 

happen.  The editor, who had likely soaked her brain cells with 

mind-expanding chemicals until truly convinced folks wanted to 

stop beating each other over the head with dried kitty cats, 

jawbones of asses and other useful weaponry, was going to ruin 

my day.  Either I'd get angry and lift safety valves at her, or she'd 

get angry and lift safeties on me.  Regardless of who lit off their 

boiler, a cloud of steam belching from somebody's stack was in the 

Plan of the Day and would occur when: 

 She broke out the media's Standard List of Classified 

Subjects to Which the Military Cannot Legally Respond, hit me 

with a few questions from that document, then bad-mouthed me 

when I wouldn't answer her questions. 

 She blamed me because many third-world leaders did not 

subscribe to the Swords to Pruning Hooks Theory and accepted 

dried kitty cats and other weaponry as viable tools for exercising 

foreign diplomacy. 

 She implied military people are dumber than nine-pound 

rocks and couldn't possibly earn a living another way, except as a 

rent-a-cop, a strip joint bouncer or entry level burger chef. 

 I executed my right to play Simon Says and told her what 

to do with herself. 

 Given a choice between the interview and marooning, I'd 

have taken marooning.  I had, however, raised my right hand to 

finalize the shipping over ceremony when I last reenlisted in Uncle 

Sam's Canoe Club.  I was, therefore, legally bound to participate in 

the interview even though an understudy to a lunatic had contrived 

the evolution. 

After cautioning Jarhead on the perils of running amok and Blue 

Suit on aiding Jarhead in executing an escape and evasion effort, I 

set forth with sword and buckler to do battle with a modern day 

Philistine.  I feared the worst when I looked back at the farmhouse 

and noticed Blue Suit posted himself to lookout duty on a window 

ledge.  That usually meant Jarhead was engaged in plotting a run 



ashore.  It was only a matter of time before my neighbors tarred 

and feathered me, followed by all three of us being awarded a free 

ride out of town on a fence rail 
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 "Oh stop looking so secure.  You slithered out of that problem with Nutter's Irish setter 

only because all six puppies look like red platypuses with weird, pointy ears.  That is the sole 

reason   the blame shifted to Pollard's little Chihuahua dog.  I do not believe Carlos the Crazy 

acted alone, even if he stood on a stump.  I suspect you two took turnabout holding one another 

up!" 



 Jarhead couldn't very well wag the tail he didn't have, but got his point across nicely by 

resonating his wide stern like a backstay in a typhoon.  He thus maintained his innocence.  Folks 

were always putting scandal upon his name. 

 Both animals padded after me into the bathroom where I expounded at length concerning 

their consistent failure to cease and desist pouncing on me at first light.  

 Jarhead exhibited his rubbery, slobbering grin. 

 Blue Suit looked smug and put more juice to his sawmill, but he meowed and hauled tail 

when I turned on the shower.  It reminded him of the need to worry about hail, rainstorm and 

pestilence. 

 "I was pondering, before you two grabbed me, as to what suitable punishment I could lay 

on the public affairs moron who arranged the fail-ex interview with that college newspaper, 

highbrow skin magazine, or whatever sort of rag it is.  I considered giving Chief Journalist Curtis 

P. Longly a bulldog and pussycat, but I can't.  The Navy forbids cruel and inhumane 

punishments.‟ 

 I inspected my uniform for Irish pennants and other items that tend to detract from the 

appearance expected by the Navy.  Jarhead watched, but didn't comment, so I decided my service 

dress blues met the standard set forth for the normal, red-blooded, government-employed 

mercenary.  I don't consider mercenary all that bad of a title.  I expected to be called far worse 

before the interview ended.  

 Blue suit slunk back into the bedroom and whipped a couple of laps across the toe of my 

shoe, which dulled the shine I'd just buffed.  He looked greatly worried.  Either he'd been staring 

at the blank TV screen and suspected a foreign power had lit off The Big One, or he grasp the 

potential for me knee-capping myself during the interview.  I figured it was probably the latter 

and he had serious doubts as to my ability to support our little family by hawking wind-up toys 

on the street. 

 There were old Royal Navy punishments, such as flogging around the fleet, worse than 

doing an interview with a college newspaper, but not much else.  I had a totally negative attitude 

about the whole thing.  I had, more than once and in the same sort of establishment, been called 

baby killer, murderer, rapist, village burner, and other choice names.  Yet, regardless of the 

lifestyle and political outlook of those who had orally abused me,  I had to give the flower 

children considerable credit. 

 The flower power folks -- dirty, wearing rags, decked out in beads and flowers -- sold the 

world the party line that they were a mellow and peace-loving group.  Navy PA types couldn't 

market females in a male prison if the medium of exchange were cockroaches, let alone an idea. 

 My chances of surviving the interview without infuriating at least one academician 

equaled the survival chances of a koala bear wintering in a West Virginia sassafras thicket.  

There was absolutely no doubt in my military mind of what was going to happen.  The editor, 

who had likely soaked her brain cells with mind-expanding chemicals until truly convinced folks 

wanted to stop beating each other over the head with dried kitty cats, jawbones of asses and other 

useful weaponry, was going to ruin my day.  Either I'd get angry and lift safety valves at her, or 



she'd get angry and lift safeties on me.  Regardless of who lit off their boiler, a cloud of steam 

belching from somebody's stack was in the Plan of the Day and would occur when: 

 She broke out the media's Standard List of Classified Subjects to Which the Military 

Cannot Legally Respond, hit me with a few questions from that document, then bad-mouthed me 

when I wouldn't answer her questions. 

 She blamed me because many third-world leaders did not subscribe to the Swords to 

Pruning Hooks Theory and accepted dried kitty cats and other weaponry as viable tools for 

exercising foreign diplomacy. 

 She implied military people are dumber than nine-pound rocks and couldn't possibly earn 

a living another way, except as a rent-a-cop, a strip joint bouncer or entry level burger chef. 

 I executed my right to play Simon Says and told her what to do with herself. 

 Given a choice between the interview and marooning, I'd have taken marooning.  I had, 

however, raised my right hand to finalize the shipping over ceremony when I last reenlisted in 

Uncle Sam's Canoe Club.  I was, therefore, legally bound to participate in the interview even 

though an understudy to a lunatic had contrived the evolution. 

After cautioning Jarhead on the perils of running amok and Blue Suit on aiding Jarhead in 

executing an escape and evasion effort, I set forth with sword and buckler to do battle with a 

modern day Philistine.  I feared the worst when I looked back at the farmhouse and noticed Blue 

Suit posted himself to lookout duty on a window ledge.  That usually meant Jarhead was 

engaged in plotting a run ashore.  It was only a matter of time before my neighbors tarred and 

feathered me, followed by all three of us being awarded a free ride out of town on a fence rail 

 


